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General industrial software - Industrial Edge - STEP 7 (TIA Portal) - STEP 7 / STEP 7 Lite - STEP 7 Additional software.
Computer aided design system. PTC Stage 1: Preparation of files (drawing files). Creation of files with the help of editing tools.
Creation of files using a text editor. Creating files using the block editor. Create files using the parts editor. Use the assembly
editor to create files. Creation of files with the assembly editor. Stage 2: Creating objects. Creating objects with the geometry
editor. Creating objects using the block editor. Creating objects using the command system. Creating objects using the
command system. Create objects using the command system. Use the command system to create objects. Use the command line
to create objects. Use the command system to generate objects. Creating objects in the Toolbox Editor. Use Formulas to enter
formulas into commands. Create objects from a set of objects. Creating objects using the Drawing and Shapes toolbar.
Adding/removing vertices, angles, edges. Creation of objects by points, edges, and edges. Creation of objects by specified
coordinates. Creating objects with the "Auto Calligraphy" function. Creating objects with the Auto Move function. Create
objects by specified points (from the drawing). Create an object by points using the Auto Move function. Create by points and
create by coordinates. Create objects with the Move Auto function. Create by points and create by coordinates. Drag to draw an
object. Draw contour by points. Draw closed path. Draw contour by coordinates. Create a point by point drawing (autosave and
import the drawing). Import drawing into other applications. Drawing a closed polyline without using a compass. Drawing by
coordinates. Create a drawing by points and create by coordinates. Drawing by coordinates. Creating a drawing in autocad by
points. Creating a drawing in autocad by coordinates. Create a drawing in autocad by points. Create a drawing in autocad by
coordinates. Create a drawing by coordinates. Create a drawing by points. Create a drawing with points. When you create a
drawing by points, you only need to mark the points (or lines) that you want to connect. To simplify this task, we will create
several drawings: 1. Drawing by Points. 2. A drawing with text. 3. drawing with lines. 4. Drawing with areas. 1. Drawing by
points Let us make a point drawing first. To create this type of drawing we need a point, which we can mark using the button or
select it in the model window and indicate its position using the button.
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